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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
Drag each Cisco TrustSec feature on the left to its description
on the right?
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
MACSec: a protocol that provides hop-to-hop layer 2 encryption

NDAC: an auth process developed from IEEE 802.1x port-based
auth
SAP: key-exchange protocol
SGT:16-bit single label appended to an IP packet
SXP: Protocol that allows devices unable to spport TrustSec to
receive SGT attributes from ACS

NEW QUESTION: 2
Evidence-based management and decision-making is an emerging
model now used to make more informed decisions. The primise of
this model is
A. using the best clinical and research practices available.
B. using a decision tree that branches to alternatives.
C. using an alternative that meets minimum requirements.
D. using intuition based on previous experience.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is the optimal temperature for a data
center, per the guidelines established by the America Society
of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE)?
A. 44.6-60-8degF(7-16degC)
B. 69.8-86.0degF (21-30degC)
C. 51.8-66.2degF(11-19degC)
D. 64.4-80.6degF(18-27degC)
Answer: D
Explanation:
The guidelines from ASHRAE establish 64.4-80.6degF (18-27degC)
as the optimal temperature for a data center.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A technician is tasked with connecting a server to a NAS. Which
of the following connection types should be used?
A. Multiplexer
B. Fiber Fabric
C. Ethernet
D. HBA
Answer: C
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